INDEX TO VOLUME 53, 1968

HOW TO USE THE KWIC INDEX

This index is a modification of Key Word In Context—KWIC. The index is in three parts: an author finding list, a KWIC index of titles, and a list of stopwords.

The author list includes authors of all items indexed, with a code letter to identify the type of item, as follows:

- A Article
- B Book Review (author of book)
- C Abstract
- M New Mineral Names (author of paper abstracted)
- N Mineralogical Note
- P Proceedings

This code is the first letter of a six- or seven-character alphanumeric reference. The next two numbers are the volume, 53 in all of this index, and the following four numbers are the page number in this volume. If more than one item appears on a page, they are distinguished by a final letter. For example,

ARAKI T A521272

means that T. Araki is one of the authors of an article (A) in volume 52, beginning on page 1272.

In the title index the same form of reference is used, on the right margin. Every word that might be important in some title, is indexed along the left margin for all titles. Certain common “stop words” are not indexed for any title and are listed at the end. For New Mineral Names, only the name of the mineral is listed. As a major aid in distinguishing among various titles that are indexed under the same word, as much as possible of the context is listed on the same line. Thus part of the title follows along after the index word, and near the end of the line, some of the preceding context is printed. Depending on the length of the title and the position in it of the particular index word, the beginning or end of the title may appear, indicated by the signal*. Alternatively, if the title is longer in either direction than there was room to print, this is indicated by the signal+. If the title is longer in both directions (from the indexed word) than there is room to print, the two parts of the context are separated by the signal//.

For example, in the entry

AIKINITE* STRUCTURES DERIVED FROM THE STRUCTURES OF N521874

aikinite, the indexed term, is the last word of a title. The preceding context, at the end of the line, gives the partial title, “... Structures derived from the structures of aikinite,”, which is a Mineralogical Note (N) appearing in volume 52 on page 1874.

To use the title index, pick a word that is important: the more unusual the word the less ambiguity in look-up. Find the index word along the left margin of the KWIC index. If it is listed more than once, use the context to identify the item wanted. The reference alphanumeric helps to identify the article, by its first code letter for the type of item, and gives the page reference as explained above.

The editor welcomes suggestions for improving the index in future years.
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